A guide that aims to lead you step by step into folksong analysis. It has been conceived for teachers who
use folksong in the classroom and for anyone who would like to know folksong in greater depth.
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S CORE

SCORE WRITING AND EDI TING
WRITING AND EDI TING

This chapter provides general advice on how to present and arrange musical elements on a
score. Whether you are writing a song from memory or rewriting a given published folksong,
try to do it carefully because a clearly presented score is both easier to sing and easier to
analyse. When a score has been well edited we can analyse it more rapidly. The opposite is
also true: good analysis of a song makes the editing of its score easier, and also brings better
results!

When editing, try to place bar lines and rhythmic patterns vertically one below the other.
Generally, we substitute single flags on stems used in older publications for beams when
they constitute a group within a beat: all this makes the structure more easily recognisable.
The same score re-edited looks this way:

Arrangement of lines
Poetry and music form an indivisible unit; we use text lines as the basis for setting the
number of staff lines on a score. If we agree that poetry should not be written as prose, then
we should not write music like a continuous flow of notes and measures. General knowledge
about versification of popular poetry in the language of the folksong’s text will be very
helpful. Pay attention to rhyme, punctuation and rhythmic patterns; this will solve most of
your doubts. However, bear in mind that there will be cases in which it is difficult, even for
specialists, to determine the lines of a song.
0.1*
—Staff lines do not end with a complete measure when the following line starts with an
upbeat. We leave the measure open, with no bar line at the end of the second and third staff
lines!
0.2

(Breton gwerz — narrative song)

This Breton gwerz is written in three staff lines, but text and music are organised in four lines:

open
measures

1

2

3

4

* Scores in this chapter are reproduced in the original form they were edited, except for the few ones
indicated as re-edited.

lines begin
with upbeat

(Galician children’s game-song; re-edited)

Note that in the example above upbeats have been edited to the left of the first notes of
the other lines, so the same musical elements are placed below each other. This may be
important for identifying musical structures, like similarities in melodic contour, in more
complex tunes:

6
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9.2

8. Melodic contour
All lines of the melody can be represented by lines drawn on the staff. Melodic movement
is more easily visualized when isolated from the rest of signs and elements of the score. The
drawing of melodic contour is useful not just for comparing lines within a single song, but
for finding relative melodies, like examples 3.2 and 6.9 (close variants in spite of the different
scales with which they are sung). Note: there is no need to write the clef!
3.2

Form: A Ac

6.9

(Breton gwerz — narrative song)

9.3

9. Form
The form of a song is expressed with letters (one letter per line). A musical line can be,
compared to the previous line in the song:
1. identical (expressed with the same letter: A A);
2. different (expressed with another —the following— letter: A B);
3. similar (expressed with the same letter accompanied by a modifying sign, for instance: A
Av).
The following signs modify the basic letters used for the analysis of form:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Definitions
and(Avexplanations
are complemented with
v (first letter of variant), written
in subscript
). 9.1
examples.
Arrows
to variant
songs in
c (first letter of cadence), means
a variant
of thewith
last numbers
note of thedirect
line, or
of different
varied
origin;
the cadence (Ac). 9.2. languages,
Sometimes of
it can
be used
forthey
moreserve
than as
onemodels
note, for the
especially in long lines. It isspecific
written element
in subscript.
which is being addressed.
' (prime), used for a minor variant (A'). 9.3
Numbers in superscript or subscript indicate a line sung in sequence, and the
interval at which the sequence occurs (Ax Ax). 9.4 At large intervals, sequences
are usually referred to as shifts (e.g.: 4th, 5th shift)
9.1

(Lithuanian)

Form: A A' Av Av

(Russian — dance song)

9.4

(English/Trinidad and Tobago)
Form: A A3 B C

Form: A B /: Av B :/
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Folksong Analysis Test 1 — Range — Sergio de la Ossa, 2019

17
(Bulgarian)
koledna —

19

Christmas carol

(Galician)
muiñeira — dance song

Tone-set:
Range:

Specific –

Type –

Tone-set:
Range:

Specific –

Type –

18
(Breton)
gwerz — narrative song

20
(English /
Scotland)

Language, origin and genre of songs are
indicated below their number

ballad

Tone-set:
Range:

Specific –

Type –
Tone-set:
Range:

Specific –

Type –

38
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Folksong Analysis — Tone-set and scale (Test 02) — Solutions

E X E R C I S E T E S T S (S O L U T I O N S )

01
(Lithuanian)

03
(Venetian)
ballad

Tone-set:
Tone-set:
Scale:

Aeolian
Scale:

02

04

(Castilian /

(Hungarian)

Major

Galicia)

(variant)

ballad / Christmas carol

Songs with sound
recordings available on
the Internet can be
listened to by clicking
on this icon:
Tone-set:
Tone-set:
Scale:

Mixolydian

Scale:

La-pentatonic

6
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Folksong Analysis. Two songs. Full analysis. — Sergio de la Ossa, 2019

FULL ANALYSIS OF SONGS

11. Form of text: 1 2 3 4
12. Lyrics:

*Nearly always sung clearly F#, sometimes neutral, but never F natural

1. Tone-set:

5. When we arose from the green mossy banks
To the meadows we wandered away;
I placed my love on a primrosy bank
And I plucked her a handful of may.

2. I says: Fair maiden, how came you here
In the meadows this morning so soon?
The maid she replied: For to gather some may
For the trees they are all in full bloom.

6. When I returned she gave me a smile
And thanked me for what I had done.
I placed a sprig on her snowy-white breast
And believe me there’s never a thorn.

3. I says: Fair maiden, shall I go with you
To the meadows to gather some may?
O the maid she replied: O I must be excused
For I’m afeared you will lead me astray.

7. Then early next morning I made her my bride
That the world should have nothing to say.
The bells they did ring and the bridesmaids did sing
And I crowned her the sweet Queen of May.

4. Then I took this fair maid by her lily-white hand
On the green mossy banks we sat down
And I placed a kiss on her sweet rosy lips
And the small birds were singing all round.

13. Genre: Ballad

2. Range: VII-9 — Authentic

3. Scale: Dorian tone-set + fi, re-pentatonic frame

4. Metre: 3/4 — Isometric

5. Podia: Tetrapodic and tripodic — Heteropodic

6. Rhythm: Heterorhythmic. Textual rhythm of accentual origin.
Rhythm set: @ | $ | &io
Eighth notes appear when more unaccented syllables are used. Lines end with half notes,
but can be shortened, like in line III on the score (then the two unaccented syllables which
start line IV are sung with quarter-note values). Ornamental notes appear in eighth notes,
tied.
7. Cadences:
1 (5) 5 1

1. Now the winter is gone and the summer is come
And the meadows look pleasant and gay
I met a young damsel so sweetly sang she
And her cheeks like the blossoms of May

8. Melodic contour:

9. Form: A B C Av — line IV is a shortened variant of I
ab
c b5
10. Syllables: Heterosyllabic.
Lines of 1st verse: 12.9.11.9., but this number changes in the rest of verses.
Line I has from 9 to 12 syllables; line II, 8-9 s.; line III, 10-12 s.; line IV, 9-10 s.
Versification: Accentual — Alternation of lines with 4 and 3 stresses

14. Source: Karpeles, Maud: Cecil Sharp’s Collection of English Folk Songs. Oxford University
Press, 1974, pp. 377-378, nº 95. Sung by Shepherd Haden (83) at Bampton, Oxfordhire, 11
September 1909
15. Notes:
Scale: The most important notes of the tone-set are the ones corresponding to the repentatonic scale. Ti appears twice as an ornament (passing note) in line III, and the 3rd time
as part of the b5 melodic motif (2nd half of line I, transposed). Fa appears once (line II, in
accented position) and fi once as well (in unaccented position, that’s why it is considered
secondary, apart from some uncertainty of tuning reported by Sharp).
Form: Typical of European (relatively) modern song, with its symmetrical arch,
recapitulation in last line, and part of the middle lines at a 5 th higher.
Versification: The structure of its poetic metre coincides with the description of ballad metre
as “[...] a quatrain in which the first and third lines have four stresses while the second and
fourth have three stresses. Usually only the second and fourth lines rhyme.” (Oxford
Reference Online [accessed 12 May 2019])
This would be an example in which short lines with three stresses are not extended as
mentioned in the Encyclopaedia Britannica Online [accessed 12 May 2019]: “Reference to
the tunes show that the three-stress lines actually end in an implied fourth stress to match
the pause in the musical phrase at these points.” (see example 3.6!)
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Duhamel, Maurice: Gwerziou ha Soniou Breiz-Izel (Musiques Bretonnes). Paris: Lerolle & Cie, 1913, p. 60, nº 119. <Pach’a March’arit da wit dour
Cortizas, Antón: Chirlosmirlos. Enciclopedia dos Xogos Populares. Vigo: Xerais, 2001, p. 157. <Por aquí eu vou...
Erdei, Peter: 150 American Folk Songs to sing, read and play. New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1974, p. 58. <Joseph were a young man…
Paksa, Katalin: Magyar népzenetörténet. Budapest: Balassi Kiadó, 1999, p. 127 <Röpülj, páva, röpülj (“Peacock” song)
Stoïn, Vasil [ed.]: Chants populaires de la partie centrale de la Bulgarie du Nord. Sofia: Ministère de l'Instruction Publique, 1931, p. 26, nº 74. <Bok se rodi, kolade
Erdei, 150 American Folk Songs..., p. 42. <I lost the farmer’s dairy key
Museo do Pobo Galego: Arquivo do Patrimonio Oral da Identidade (APOI). Santiago de Compostela. ID#357 (http://apoi.museodopobo.gal/357). [Accessed: 18-03-2019]
<Mira, Maruxiña...
Erdei, 150 American Folk Songs..., p. 56. <Mister Frog went a-courting...
Szabó, Helga: Énekeskönyv. Budapest: Nemzeti Tankönyvkiadó, 2003, p. 60. <Török bársony süvegem
Museo do Pobo Galego, APOI..., ID#115 (http://apoi.museodopobo.gal/115). [Accessed: 18-03-2019] <Ano novo con ben veña
Traerup, Birthe: East Macedonian folk songs. Copenhagen: Akademisk Forlag, 1970, p. 92, nº 3. = 0.22 <Lele, Jane, mori
Karpeles, Maud (editor): Cecil Sharp’s Collection of English Folk Songs. London/New York: Oxford University Press, 1974, p. 603, nº 156. <O Miss Betsy Williams is my name
Museo do Pobo Galego, APOI..., ID#307 (http://apoi.museodopobo.gal/307). [Accessed: 18-03-2019] <Viernes Santo de la Cena
Schubarth, Dorothé and Santamarina, Antón: Cancioneiro Popular Galego, vol. VI: Coplas diversas. Barrié de la Maza, 1993, p. 4, nº 5. <Rivi, rivi, rivirola
Lomax, Alan: The Folk Songs of North America. New York: Doubleday & Company, 1960, p. 441, nº 231. <As I went down...
Schubarth & Santamarina: Cancioneiro Popular Galego, vol. III: Romances tradicionais. Barrié de la Maza, 1987, p. 122, nº 79c. <Estando la Filomena
Bodza, Klára and Paksa, Katalin: Magyar népi énekiskola I. Budapest: Hagyományok Háza, 2001, p. 77. <Ez a bajor ennivaló
Bartók, Béla [ed. B. Suchoff]: The Hungarian Folk Song. Albany: State University of New York Press, 1981, p. 273. <Elvitte jaz árvíz
Bodza & Paksa, Magyar népi énekiskola I..., p. 152. <Bár csak régen...
de Andrade, Mário: Os cocos. Sao Paulo: INL, Fundaçao Nacional Pró-Memória, 1984, p. 224. <Pisei, pisei
Vargyas, Lajos: A magyar népballada és Európa [Hungarian ballads and the European ballad tradition]. Budapest: Zeneműkiadó, 1976, p. 122. <Angoli Borbála
Traerup, East Macedonian..., p. 92, nº 3. (see 0.11) <Lele, Jane, mori
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1.6b
1.7b
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6

Ó Baoill, Seán Óg and Ó Baoill, Mánus: Ceolta Gael. Dublin: Cló Mercier Teoranta, 1975, p. 74. [score provided by Tracy Nagle] = 3.21 <Óró se do beatha bhaile
Halski, Czesław: Folk music in Poland: songs, dances, instruments: a study of their origins and their development. London: Polish Cultural Foundation, 1997, p. 61, nº 31. = 3.26b <Slowik zaczyna
dyskantem
Shupo, Sokol: Folklori muzikor shqiptar. Tiranë: Botimet Asmus, 2002, nº 112 <Moj uoku...
Karpeles, Cecil Sharp’s Collection..., p. 1. <Say can you make me a cambric shirt?
Sipos, János: Kyrgyz Folksongs. Budapest: l'Harmattan, 2014, p. 84, ex. 33b. <Eginge...
Wiora, Walter: European Folk Song: Common Forms in Characteristic Modifications. Cologne: Arno Volk, 1966, pp. 58-59, nº 67a. <Réveillez vous, belle endormie
Karpeles, Cecil Sharp’s Collection..., p. 30. <When he came courting me...
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04
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0.9
4.1
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9.3
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0.13
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06
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Text Incipit
Akkor szép az erdő
Améme mi, Dona Lombarda
Angoli Borbála
Ano novo con ben veña
As I went down...
Báidín Fheilimí
Bela pastorinha
Bok se rodi, kolade
Çopuna ketgend bazarga
Én belülem de jó csillag lött vóna
Er vrij de eens een ruitertje...
Flöitpiepken
Gyí, paci, paripa
Kizil kizil kozunun
La cogió por la cintura
Laplap tarah
Lavender’s Blue
Lele Jane
Lou Coucu et l’Hirondelle
Me'm eus eur prosez en Roazon
Moj Uoku
My biegamy
Nechocze ty, Hanulienka
Nem ettem én ma egyebet, Kata
O can you make me a cambric shirt?
Of all the Scottish northern chiefs
Ó ró se do beatha bhaile
O señor cura do Viso
Pach’a March’arit da wit dour
Per pucino
Pusti ostanali
Rivi, rivi, rivirola
Samba Lelé
Say can you make me a cambric shirt?
Slowik zaczyna dyskantem
Susanna va ti vesti
Teresinha de Jesus
Török bársony süvegem
Tri crai d’ea pa mandului
Viernes Santo de la Cena
Vo pole bereza stoÿla

Melody Incipit
ll l’l’ S R mfi s
s,s,s, D. rdr M d
rr l L ls
dr M. m R M rr
s, dd ddd dddd dd
S: D M. r D S L T D’: L
L: T D: R M:. M:.
ls ll S sf M mf S
ddd s,s, dd d
dl dr ms mr rL. L
dr M s.m D rm R. t, S,
S mm S mm
S sl ss M
lm mm fm R
M, L s,l td T L
S.’ d’ S. d’ s’L’m S’
D M F S fm rd
S. l ff fm
lt lt dt ls, M,
l,rm Fm fsf M.
M f S S lsf S:
mf S. l fr M D
fs lt dr mr
rrd R dls, L ll
s, D s, ddr mfm R.
L S, L D R M M R
R rd,r mr d,l,
mm rt dr M M
sll S. mff M.
M L’ sl M fm
rr rdt rd tL
ss ss ff mm
ddm smd R F
s slt d’d’d’ slt D’
dt D M rd R S,
s, dd dm S d
dm L L dm L:
dt lr D T L
mm ssl sm fs
m,l lS lt dD
mm mm R dd T L

Origin
Hungary
Veneto
Hungary
Galicia
England
Ireland
Portugal
Bulgaria
Karachay
Hungary
Netherlands
Germany
Hungary
Kyrgyzstan
Galicia
Chuvashia
England
Macedonia
Occitan, Southern France
Brittany
Albania
Poland
Slovakia
Hungary
England
Scotland
Ireland
Galicia
Brittany
Lithuania
Macedonia
Galicia
Brazil
England
Poland
Veneto
Brazil
Hungary
Romania
Galicia
Russia
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